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1 I ntrod uction 
A wide variety shape transformation of fluid 
membrane has been nicely described by the 
bending elastic model [ 1 J， where the free en-
ergy E of a fluid membrane S is written as 
E=仏(H一広畑+叫KdS (1) 
where H and K are the mean and Gaussian 
changed by the effect of polymers? This qu侍
tion is not trial even when the polymer C'hains 
are ideal ones， since it is not eas~・ to e¥叫u-
ate whether the total value of conformational 
entropy of polymer chains attached onto泊-
ner and outer surface increases or not wht>n 
the membrane is slightly curved. The aim of 
the present work is to evaluate theぞ'hangeof 
bending moduli by attached polymer C'hains 
onto the both sides of a membrane. 
curvature of membrane，κthe bending el部 tic
modulus，κG the Gaussian el部 ticmodulus. 2 8ending elastic moduli of polymer 
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Figure1:α)自uidmembrane， (b) polymer 
grafted fiat membrane， (c) curved membrane 
of (b) (Top line). (d) Conformational entropy 
of polymer chains grafted onto the A(B )-side， 
SA(Si3) (e) Conformational entropy of polymer 
chains grafted onto the curved membrane with 
H = 1/ R， SA(SB) 
When polymers with a length αN are 
grafted homogeneously onto the both sides 
of a membrane， how are the bending moduli 
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grafted membrane 
In order to estimate an effecti¥モ bending
mod uli， we shall consider the following melll-
branes systems shown in Fig.2. 
Figure2: (1) Two polymer chains grafted omo 
the both sid田 ofa spherical surfaC'e with C'u[-
vatures H = l/R，K = 1/R2. (2) Two polymt'r 
chains grafted onto the both sides of a eylindri-
叫 surfacewit.h curvatures H = 1/ R. K = O. 
Onto the both sides of the mernbrane， poly-
mer chains are grafted with a coverageσ. The 
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change of conformational entropy by a bend-
ing of membrane， D.S(i) is given by 
ムSi=S(i) ー S~i) = (σAムS~) + σB D.s~))A 
ど~s~. D.s~' 
=ー ユA+一手A+・・ (2) R --， R'2 
where the subscript (i) denotes the c部e(1) 
or (2) in Fig.2. After calculations for cases 
(1) and (2)， the effective spontaneous curva-
ture Hi~ff.) ， the effective bending and Gaus-
sian moduli (κ(ef.) and κ伊))found outωbe 
T D.s~ 
HjeR)=Hs十一'-A"'1 D.s~ = D.s~ (3) 
κ 一一
κ(ef.) =κ -8Tムs~ (4) 
必任)-κG-T(D.s~ -4ム82)・ (5) 
From Eq.(4)， the membrane becomes more 
rigid if the number of conformation in case (2) 
decreases. In this way， the effective sponta-
neous curvature and elastic mod uli are modi-
fied according to the change of conform抗ional
entropγ. In order to obtain the effective mod-
uli and spontaneous curvature， alwe have to 
do is to evaluate the change of conformational 
e附 OWAST，Aspf伽O但ωr刊'e蹴 hcase (1) and (2) 
The conformation of polymer chain with a 
length αN can be calculated by the Edwards 
equation and the next boundary condition [2 ] 
δGn(ro， r) (b2"2 U(r)¥ ={-V一一一)Gn(ro，r) (6) θη¥6' kBTノ
Gn(ro， r)= 0 if r EθD (7) 
Gn(ro， r)= 8(r -ro) if n = 0 (8) 
where Gn(r， ro) is a statistical weight of a 
chain that one end is located at the position r 
and another end is at r o.In this article， since 
we show the r邸 ultfor the case of ideal poly-
mer chain， hereafter we neglect the potential 
term U. After obtaining G N， the entropy S 
can be calculated by 
日
In case (ο1) and A-side 0ぱfF日ig.2，the change 
of entropy can be obtained analytically and 
given by the following equation 
ムsi)子帆刈ム81三一;同σA.(叩)
On the other hand， the change of entropy 
ムs~) in case (1)組 dB-side of Fig.2 is 
ムs~)= kRlnr子 2si…m;;-e一#l
D 】 L訂 n7rerf(b)(l-b/ R) ~ 
hQ)'hQ)" 。
手ー十一当一+0(1/ R~). (11) 
R R“ 
For case (2A)， we also derived analytical ex-
pression for conformational entropy 
Ar)=hlII|-iTfkdke一手Nk2
A 】 lerf(b) Jo 
K(ro，R) r∞ 1 I rdrK(r，R) I [Jo(kR)]2 + [No(kR)]2 } R ，~. --，. ，_V/ J 
hq)'hq)H q 
=一手一+→冬一+0(1/ R~) (12) R RL. 
where K(r， R)三Jo(kr)No(kRトJo(kR)No(kr)，
and Jo is Oth Bessel function， and No are 2nd 
kind Oth Bessel function. For case (2B)， 
D. s~) = k，:?ln rーと子 J'o(k山) e-4Nほl





where kn's (n = 1，2，3... ) isdetermined by 
Jo(knR) = O. We numerically estimated the 
values ofムS22i'andム引;;"forNA=NB= 
100. Here we consider the most simplest c鎚e
(σ三)σA=σB.In this case， it should be noted 
that the effective spontaneous curvature Hsp 
becomes zero. After numerical calculation， we 




We found that (i) the bending modulus κ 
is effectively increased， and (i) the Gaussian 
el部 ticmodulus is decreased， by grafting poly-
mer chains onto both sides of membrane. 
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